SMART DESIGNS COME FROM SMART SOLUTIONS.

FLEXIBLE CONVEYOR OPTIONS

**Herringbone Transition** centers product onto your flexible conveyor, while *floor mounted guide track* guides your conveyor under the decline to insure proper storage.

**The Swing Stick** option allows you to bridge uneven gaps or aid in dockless receiving applications.

**Stainless Steel** conveyors aid in flexible solutions in wash down and food applications.

**Heavy Duty Impact Carts** take the daily abuse of impact loading, extend the life of your conveyor and reduces maintenance issues.

**The Powered Assist unit** is the most mobile drive unit on the market, aiding workers in moving your flexible systems.

**Various Skate Wheel options along with Flexible Side Guides** give you additional options for customizing your conveyors and give you added product control.

**T-Junctions** use multi-directional skate wheels so you can manually sort product to a variety of locations while keeping your flexibility.

**Rigid Discharge Carts** keep the end of your conveyor in a fixed position, making it easier to handle product in your loading applications.

Flexible Material Handling

SMART SOLUTIONS™
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